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QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

Can the open source tools PnP
PowerShell
(https://github.com/pnp/pnppowershell) be used for
exporting/importing templates
(PnP Provisioning Templates)?

At JWC, we do not have any possibility
to use PnP-Powershell (or similar).
These tools can be used by the
supplier, to create the exportable files
– however, they cannot be used at
JWC to import the templates, further
modify the sites, or rebuild the
solution manually (which must be
possible if issues arise with importing
on the classified network). Due to the
complex security policies with our
classified network, we are requiring
full documentation (in addition to the
exportable templates/sites) so that we
have the ability to manually rebuild
the solution in the event that we run
into problems with the templates
being brought into the classified
network/servers. JWC webmaster
must be able to rebuild the sites using
only workflows in SharePoint designer
and CSS (javascript and any other
custom code is strictly prohibited).
Unfortunately we are unable to
provide a development environment
due to our servers and licenses being
on the Classified network. We will,
however, set up our environment
based on the recommendations from
the supplier (i.e., using SPS 2016 or
2019, enabling site features, etc.).
Additionally, due to the complex
security policies with our classified
network, we are requiring fully
documentation (in addition to the
exportable templates/sites) so that we
have the ability to manually rebuild
the solution in the event that we run
into problems with the templates
being brought into the classified
network/servers.
The JWC SharePoint environment is
standalone and isolated from any

2. Development
environment

Will JWC NATO provide a
environment for developing the
templates for the solution, or
should the supplier host and
provide this during the project
period for the team?

3. App Store

Does the SharePoint 2019
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environment support App Store,
and if so will it be allowed to use
apps provided as open source by
Microsoft or other vendors?

4. Visual Studio

Is it allowed to use Visual Studio
to implement the required
customizations and deploy it
using WSP package? Can custom
developed webparts, workflows,
server side code, such as event
receivers, timerjobs (all standard
SharePoint features) be used to
accommodate the requirements?
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Internet and App Store. If there is an
existing App which could support the
solution, and run on an isolated
SharePoint environment, then JWC
can investigate whether the solution
would be approved on our network –
however, given that the approval
process for 3rd party apps and tools is
lengthy, we cannot guarantee at this
point in time, whether it would be
approved. Therefore, we recommend
assuming no possibility of the using
Apps for the purposes of bid.
At JWC, we do not have any possibility
to use Visual Studio. These tools can
be used by the supplier, to create the
exportable files – however, they
cannot be used at JWC to import the
templates, further modify the sites, or
rebuild the solution manually (which
must be possible if issues arise with
importing on the classified network).
Due to the complex security policies
with our classified network, we are
requiring full documentation (in
addition to the exportable
templates/sites) so that we have the
ability to manually rebuild the solution
in the event that we run into problems
with the templates being brought into
the classified network/servers. JWC
webmaster must be able to rebuild
the sites using only workflows in
SharePoint designer and CSS
(javascript and other custom code,
despite being standard SharePoint, is
strictly prohibited).
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